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Maximum flexibility for h�es!
Maximum freed�, with just one touch!
Maximum simplicity, with no worries!
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ZCSwitch enables you to manage together switching-on lighting, opening doors and 
windows, heating, air conditioning and any other type of automation and use;directly by your 
Smartphone/Tablet. Completely convenient and functional, at just one touch!

The system consists of an App and a number of ZCSwitch (depending your needs), each of 
which adds or replaces a button, deviator or manual switch already present in your home.

Simple

Flexible

Safe

Ready to use

Always available

Smart

Not invasive

You can control the devices via 
the dedicated APP, directly from 
your Smartphone and Tablet.

Taking advantage of any internet 
connection, you can control the 
ZCSwitchs from anywhere in the world.  

The system gives you a feedback, 
which is useful for monitoring the 
status of the controlled devices.  

You can install ZCSwitch 
without changing the system 
power company, which retains 
all its functionality.

You can increase or decrease 
the number of devices managed, 
depending on your needs.

You can remotely monitor your 
home devices at any time of the 
day. In fact, the “switch server” 
APP allows you to manage the 
switches even when you are not 
at home.

Simply integrate or replace the 
switches existing in your home 
with ZCSwitch. The ZCS 
switches take advantage of 
your home’s Wi-Fi network to 
communicate with the APP. If 
you don’t have one, you can 
easily install one. 

ZCSwitch is...

ZCSwitch is the innovative HOME AUTOMATION by 
ZCS that enables any type of domestic installation to be 
remote controlled without the need for modifications to 
the existing electrical system.

Efficient
You optimize domestic consumption 
by continuous monitoring.



• No more remote controls!

• No more having no control!

• No more “costly” oversights!

Never again without!

H�e
gate-lights

Gate: open and close 
Lights: switch on and off 

GPS
System

Open and closing of 
proximity via GPS

Thermostat 
management 
Setting of room 

temperature

Programmed 
activations  

Programming of days and 
times to switch devices on 

and off

Astron�ical clock
Automatically calculates the 

changes in sunrise and sunset

Not invasive

APP available for Android and iOS 
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